**Land of the Lost** (Music)
http://www.wmpg.org/show/thu1500/
Enter the Land of the Lost, where you'll find a twisted world of psych and punk songs from the 30's to the sounds of Nowww.

With **NY Mike**

Subbing for Jim Rand and Merrill
nymike_dj@icloud.com
http://open.spotify.com/user/nuzzrv0t7he69dni6yufx9fr3?si=8U1pnkhYRCClylXJ_idfpw

THU FEB 7TH 2019 3:00PM–5.00PM
R=listener request. N=music new at the station. L=local music. Your purchases using the *Buy it!* links help support the station.

Time zone: eastern

Be the first of your friends to like this.

3:05pm
**SOFT MACHINE** “Hope for Happiness”
from *The Soft Machine* CD ALBUM (*ABC Probe* 1968) — Exploring the Canterbury Scene on today’s show

3:10pm
**SOFT MACHINE** “Joy of a Toy”
from *The Soft Machine* CD ALBUM (*ABC Probe* 1968)

3:12pm
**SOFT MACHINE** “Hope for Happiness (Reprise)”
from *The Soft Machine* CD ALBUM (*ABC Probe* 1968)

3:20pm
**The Wilde Flowers** “Time after Time”
from *The Wilde Flowers* CD ALBUM (*Floating World* 1966)

3:22pm
**The Wilde Flowers** “Summer Spirit”
from *The Wilde Flowers* CD ALBUM (*Floating World* 1966)
3:26pm  
**Caravan** “Magic Man (Stereo Version)”  

3:30pm  
**Gong** “Oily Way”  
from *Angel’s Egg* CD ALBUM *(CHARLY RECORDS unknown 1985)*

3:33pm  
**Gong** “Outer Temple”  
from *Angel’s Egg* CD ALBUM *(CHARLY RECORDS unknown 1985)*

3:35pm  
**Gong** “Inner Temple”  
from *Angel’s Egg* CD ALBUM *(CHARLY RECORDS unknown 1985)*

3:37pm  
**Gong** “Percolations”  
from *Angel’s Egg* CD ALBUM *(CHARLY RECORDS unknown 1985)*

3:38pm  
**Gong** “Love Is How Y Make It”  
from *Angel’s Egg* CD ALBUM *(CHARLY RECORDS unknown 1985)*

3:42pm  
**SOFT MACHINE** “Out-Bloody-Rageous”  
from *Third* LP ALBUM *(COLUMBIA unknown)*

3:48pm  
**Hatfield & The North** “The Stubbs Effect/Big Jobs”  
from *Hatfield and the North* CD ALBUM *(VIRGIN RECORDS unknown 1973)*

3:49pm  
**Hatfield & The North** “Going Up to People and Tinkling”  
from *Hatfield and the North* CD ALBUM *(VIRGIN RECORDS unknown 1973)*

3:51pm  
**Hatfield & The North** “Calyx”  
from *Hatfield and the North* CD ALBUM *(VIRGIN RECORDS unknown 1973)*

3:54pm  
**Hatfield & The North** “Son of 'There's No Place Like Homerton’”  
from *Hatfield and the North* CD ALBUM *(VIRGIN RECORDS unknown 1973)*
4:04pm  
**Caravan** “In the Land of Grey & Pink”  
from *In the Land of Grey and Pink* CD ALBUM (Decca Music Group Ltd, unknown 1971)

4:10pm  
**Egg** “Seven Is a Jolly Good Time”  
from *Egg* CD ALBUM (Deram Records 1971)

4:13pm  
**Gilgamesh** “Notwithstanding”  
from *Gilgamesh* OTHER ALBUM (One Up 1975)

4:23pm  
**Supersister** “Radio”  
from *Radio - Single* OTHER ALBUM (Red Bullet 1972)

4:27pm  
**Egg** “While Growing My Hair”  
from *Egg* CD ALBUM (Deram Records 1971)

4:31pm  
**HENRY COW** “Nine Funerals of the Citizen King”  
from *Leg End* CD ALBUM (RER MEGACORP 1974)

4:36pm  
**The Wrong Object** “The Jungle Cow, Pt. 2”  
from *After the Exhibition* OTHER (Moonjune Records)

4:40pm  
**The Wilde Flowers** “The Pie Man Cometh (feat. Zobe)”  
from *The Wilde Flowers* CD ALBUM (Floating World 1966)

4:44pm  
**Hatfield & The North** “Let’s Eat (Real Soon)”  
from *Hatfield and the North* CD ALBUM (VIRGIN RECORDS unknown 1973)

4:47pm  
**Kevin Ayers** “Oh! Wot a Dream (2003 Remastered Version)”  
from *Bananamour* OTHER ALBUM (Harvest https://youtu.be/Aq4xhldVpqc 1973)

4:50pm  
**Caravan** “Golf Girl”  
from *In the Land of Grey and Pink* CD ALBUM (Decca Music Group Ltd, unknown 1971)
Like everything else, times are approximate. Spinitron and this station are not liable for errors or omissions.